The field essay in Church History and Historical Theology will consist of two questions, each designed to take an hour of the applicant’s 2-hour time allotment. Questions will be as follows:

1. A Question on the Major Turning Points of Christian History.

   In preparation for this question, read Mark A. Noll’s *Turning Points: Decisive Moments in the History of Christianity* (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1997). Two questions will be given, and you will be asked to choose one of the two. The questions may focus on any of the “turning points” identified by Noll and may call for comparison or contrast between two or more of them. The essays will be evaluated for accuracy of detail and interpretive insight.

2. A Question Pertaining to the Applicant’s Major Area of Interest.

   Once again, two questions will be offered and you will be asked to choose one of the two. The questions will require a familiarity with the historical events and ideas that structure your particular area of interest. To help you prepare for this part of the field essay, read the work or works suggested for your chosen area below:

**Patristics**


**Reformation Studies**


**American Christianity**


**Baptist History**
